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Brief Papers
Multivariable Iterative Learning Control Design Procedures: From Decentralized

to Centralized, Illustrated on an Industrial Printer
Lennart Blanken and Tom Oomen

Abstract— Iterative learning control (ILC) enables high control
performance through learning from the measured data, using
only limited model knowledge in the form of a nominal para-
metric model to guarantee convergence. The aim of this brief is
to develop a range of approaches for multivariable ILC, where
specific attention is given to addressing interaction. The proposed
methods either address the interaction in the nominal model or
as uncertainty, i.e., through robust stability. The result is a range
of techniques, including the use of the structured singular value
(SSV) and Gershgorin bounds, which provide a different tradeoff
between modeling requirements, i.e., modeling effort and cost
and achievable performance. This allows an appropriate choice
in view of modeling budget and performance requirements. The
tradeoff is demonstrated in a case study on an industrial printer.

Index Terms— Iterative learning control; mechatronics; motion
control; multivariable systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

ITERATIVE LEARNING CONTROL (ILC) can signifi-
cantly improve control performance of systems that perform

repeating tasks. After each repetition, or trial, the control
action is improved by learning from past trials using an
approximate system model. Many successful applications have
been reported, including additive manufacturing [1], micro-
scopic imaging [2], printing systems [3], and wafer stages [4].

The observation that many ILC applications are inherently
multivariable has lead to developments of ILC theory for mul-
tivariable systems. Most design algorithms for multivariable
ILC have been developed in the so-called lifted or supervector
framework [5], where the ILC controller follows from a norm-
optimization problem over a finite-time horizon (see [6]).

Robust convergence of ILC algorithms, i.e., robust stability
in trial domain, is crucial to deal with modeling errors.
Optimization-based algorithms have been further extended to
address robust stability in [4] and [7]–[10]. These approaches
rely on a detailed specification of the nominal model and
its uncertainty in a certain prespecified form. Despite being
very systematic, this imposes a large modeling burden, since
modeling of uncertainty often requires substantial effort of
the user [11]. Alternatively, fully data-driven ILC algorithms
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have been developed in, e.g., [12], but these require a high
experimental cost.

Although robust multivariable ILC has been significantly
developed, especially from a theoretical perspective, these
approaches are often not employed due to high require-
ments on uncertainty modeling. The aim of this brief is to
develop a range of user friendly multivariable ILC design
approaches. Indeed, in many applications, ILC controllers are
designed in the frequency domain [5]. Compared to the norm-
optimal framework, this enables a systematic and inexpen-
sive robust design in the sense of modeling requirements,
especially regarding the uncertainty. Accurate and inexpensive
frequency response function (FRF) measurements [13] can be
employed to model the uncertainty (see [4], [14]). In addition,
frequency-domain design allows for manual loop shaping,
which is often preferred by control engineers. However, since
such design approaches are mainly single-input single-output
(SISO), design for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
systems typically involves their application to multiple SISO
loops (see [5], [15]). Interaction is typically ignored, which can
lead to stability issues, i.e., nonconverging algorithms. This is
especially crucial for ILC, since its control action is effective
up to the Nyquist frequency [16].

The seemingly drastical increase in required modeling effort
to enforce robust convergence of multivariable ILC algorithms
must be justified by the imposed performance requirements.
Interestingly, interaction is typically addressed through full
MIMO, or centralized, ILC design. Successful MIMO design
approaches include H∞ synthesis [4], [17], the more restricted
class of P-type ILC [18], and gradient-based algorithms for
point-to-point tracking [19]. Centralized techniques enable
robust convergence and superior performance, yet require an
MIMO parametric model of the system, including interaction.
These models can be difficult and expensive to obtain, espe-
cially for lightly damped mechatronic systems due to complex
dynamics and numerical issues [20].

The main contribution of this brief is a systematic design
framework for analysis and synthesis of multivariable ILC,
which explicitly addresses the design tradeoffs between mod-
eling and performance requirements. The proposed solutions,
which form subcontributions, range from decentralized to cen-
tralized designs, with various levels of modeling requirements.
The decentralized designs build on results in, e.g., [21] to guar-
antee robust convergence, including the use of the structured
singular value (SSV) [22, Ch. 11], and require limited user
effort using only SISO parametric models. The effectiveness
of the framework is demonstrated in a case study on an
industrial flatbed printer. This brief extends preliminary results
in [23] and [24] through the design framework, new technical
results, detailed proofs, and application results.

Notation. The imaginary unit is denoted ι, i.e., ι2 = −1.

1063-6536 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. ILC control configuration.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. ILC Setup

Consider the control configuration shown in Fig. 1, con-
sisting of possibly nonsquare plant G ∈ Rny×nu (z) and
internally stabilizing feedback controller C ∈ Rnu×ny (z). The
disturbance r ∈ �2 is trial-invariant, where each repetition, or
trial, is denoted by index j ∈ N≥0. The aim is to minimize the
tracking error e in the presence of r . Note that trial-varying
disturbances are tacitly omitted (see [25], [26]) for details. The
output in trial j is denoted y j , the feedforward by f j , and

e j = Sr − J f j (1)

with sensitivity function S = (I + GC)−1 ∈ RHny×ny∞ , and
process sensitivity function J = SG ∈ RHny×nu∞ . Zero initial
conditions are assumed without loss of generality [5]. If G is
stable, then C = 0 is admissible such that S = I and J = G.

The objective of ILC is to improve control performance in
the next trial j + 1 by selecting the command input f j+1.
Typically, an algorithm of the following form is invoked:

f j+1 = Q( f j + Le j ) (2)

where L ∈ RLnu×ny∞ and Q ∈ RLnu×nu∞ are to be designed.
Note that L, Q can be noncausal, since (2) is computed offline.

B. ILC Design for SISO Systems

For the case nu = ny = 1, design procedures are well
developed. Often a two-step approach is used (see [14]).

Procedure 1: Frequency-Domain SISO ILC Design
1) Choose L(z) such that L(eιω)J (eιω) ≈ 1, ω ∈ [0, ωc].

This step requires a parametric model of J (z).
2) For robust stability, Q(z) is selected as a low-pass filter

with cutoff frequency near ωc, such that Q(eιω) ≈ 0,
∀ω > ωc. This can be performed using nonparametric
models of J (eιω).

Procedure 1 requires limited model knowledge, since robust
stability can be guaranteed through FRFs (see [13]), which are
for mechatronic systems often accurate and fast to obtain.

A naive extension of Procedure 1 to the multivariable case
could be used to implement multiple SISO ILC. In this brief, it
is demonstrated that this can lead to nonconvergent algorithms.

C. Problem Formulation and Contributions

The problem considered in this brief is the design of
multivariable filters L(z) and Q(z) in (2) in the frequency
domain with respect to the following requirements:
R1) Robust convergence of (2), i.e., stability in trial domain;
R2) High control performance, i.e., a small error e j ;
R3) Limited required user effort.

The term user effort relates to design tools and required
models, i.e., parametric versus nonparametric, and SISO
versus MIMO.

The main contribution is the development of a step-by-
step design procedure for multivariable ILC that addresses

Fig. 2. Schematic of approaches in the design framework, illustrating the
tradeoffs between performances (R1 and R2), and user effort (R3). Depending
on the level of interaction, the vertical position of 5� may vary.

modeling and robustness aspects. The proposed design tech-
niques vary in sophistication and range from: 1) decentralized
designs, using SISO parametric models, to and 2) central-
ized designs, requiring MIMO parametric models, where in
all cases, robustness to modeling errors is addressed using
nonparametric FRF measurements. The procedure generalizes
Procedure 1 to the MIMO case and provides a coherent
overview of available approaches, such that a well-motivated
choice can be made for the problem at hand in view of R1–R3.

D. Overview of Design Framework and Outline of Brief

This brief addresses theoretical, design, and algorithmic
aspects to obtain a practically implementable design frame-
work for MIMO ILC. The framework connects all design
approaches (see Fig. 2) and is summarized next.

Procedure 2: Frequency-Domain MIMO ILC Design
1� Nonparametric modeling.

• Identify MIMO FRF model ĴFRF(eιω) of J (see [13]).
2� Interaction analysis. Decoupled?

• If yes: independent SISO design (Procedure 1).
3� Decoupling transformations. Decoupled?

• If yes: independent SISO design (Procedure 1).
4� Robust multiloop SISO design (Section IV).

i) Obtain SISO parametric models Ĵii (z);
ii) Robust multiloop SISO design of L(z) =

diag{Lii (z)} and Q(z) using Ĵii (z) and ĴFRF(eιω)
(Algorithm 1).

Performance not satisfactory? Proceed to next step.
5� Decentralized robust MIMO design (Section V).

i) Decentralized design of L(z) and Q(z) for robust-
ness to deliberately ignored interaction and modeling
errors, using Ĵii (z) and ĴFRF(eιω) (Algorithm 2).

Performance not satisfactory? Proceed to next step.
6� Centralized MIMO design (Section VI).

i) Obtain MIMO parametric model Ĵ(z), including
interaction.

ii) MIMO design of L(z) and Q(z) for robustness
to modeling errors, using Ĵ(z) and ĴFRF(eιω)
(Algorithm 3).

The key point is that modeling requirements should only be
increased if justified by performance requirements. Indeed,
➁ to ➄ require only SISO parametric models and an FRF
measurement, and may yield satisfactory performance, while
➅ requires a costly MIMO parametric model.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Eindhoven University of Technology. Downloaded on June 07,2021 at 14:01:19 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 3. Simulation results: often used multiloop SISO ILC design (×) can
lead to nonconvergent algorithms. Through the developed design approaches
in Steps ➃ ( ), ➄ ( ), and ➅ ( ), a well-motivated balance can be made
between achievable performance, i.e., norm of the asymptotic error �e∞�F ,
and the associated user effort in terms of modeling cost and design complexity.

Remark 1: Plant uncertainty can directly be addressed in
Procedure 2 through confidence intervals of FRF estimates.

The outline of this brief is as follows. First, the
design problem is analyzed. Then, in Sections IV–VI, the
design techniques are developed that constitute Steps ➃–➅.
In Section VII, Procedure 2 is applied to a multivariable case
study. A preview on the results is shown in Fig. 3, illustrating
the tradeoffs between approaches in Procedure 2.

III. ANALYSIS OF ILC DESIGN PROBLEM

In this section, the general ILC algorithm (2) is analyzed,
and robust convergence and control performance are defined.

A. Convergence and Performance

Combining (1) and (2) yields the linear iterative systems
that describe the propagation of e j and f j in the trial domain

f j+1 = Q(I − L J ) f j + QLSr (3)

e j+1 = J Q(I − L J )J−1
l e j + (I − J Q J−1

l )Sr (4)

where (4) holds if left inverse J−1
l exists such that J−1

l J = I ,
i.e., at least ny ≥ nu . Convergence is formalized next.

Definition 1: System (3) is convergent iff for all r, f0 ∈ �2,
there exists an asymptotic signal f∞ ∈ �2 such that

lim sup
j→∞

� f∞ − f j � = 0.

Then, the asymptotic signals f∞ and e∞ are obtained as

f∞ = lim
j→∞ f j = (I − Q(I − L J ))−1 QLSr

e∞ = lim
j→∞ e j = (I − J (I − Q(I − L J ))−1 QL)Sr. (5)

A condition for convergence of (3) and (4) is given next.
Theorem 1: Iterations (3) and (4) converge to f∞

and e∞ iff

ρ(Q(eιω)(I − L(eιω)J (eιω)) < 1 ∀ω ∈ [0, π] (6)

where ρ(·) denotes the spectral radius, i.e., ρ(·) = maxi |λi (·)|.
See [27, Th. 6] for a proof, which can be appropriately
extended for noncausal L, Q ∈ RL∞. Although (6) guar-
antees convergence, it does not guarantee good learning tran-
sients. Monotonic convergence is considered next.

Definition 2: Iteration (3) converges monotonically with
respect to the �2 norm of f j to f∞ with convergence rate γ ,
0 ≤ γ < 1, iff

� f∞ − f j+1��2 ≤ γ � f∞ − f j ��2 ∀ j.

Theorem 2: Iteration (3) converges monotonically with
respect to the �2 norm of f j to fixed point f∞, with con-
vergence rate γ , iff

γ := �Q(I − L J )�∞ < 1 (7)

where �H (z)�∞ = supω∈[0,π] σ̄ (H (eιω)) is the L∞-norm,
and σ̄ denotes the maximum singular value.
See [26, Th. 2] for a proof. Note (7) is equivalent to

σ̄ (Q(eιω)(I − L(eιω)J (eιω))) < 1 ∀ω ∈ [0, π]. (8)

In view of (5), the following result is crucial for performance.
Theorem 3: Assume L(eιω), J (eιω) �= 0, ∀ω, in itera-

tion (3). Given that (6) holds, then for all r ∈ �2, e∞ = 0
iff Q = I .

Proof: Since (6) holds, the fixed points e∞ and f∞ exist.
(⇐) If Q = I , then f∞ = f∞ + Le∞, which implies e∞ = 0.
(⇒) If e∞ = 0, then f∞ = Q f∞, which implies Q = I .

B. Design and Modeling Considerations

Theorems 1–3 have direct consequences for the design of
L and Q. To achieve e∞ = 0, L should be designed such that
ρ(I − L J ) < 1, and Q must equal I . For fast convergence,
�Q(I − L J )�∞ should be small.

IV. MULTILOOP SISO ILC DESIGN

For systems where interaction is absent or sufficiently small,
possibly after a decoupling process, multiple-SISO ILC can be
designed (see ➁ and ➂). In this section, it is shown that in the
presence of interaction, multiloop SISO designs may lead to
nonconvergent schemes, i.e., R1 is not guaranteed. To account
for ignored interaction, the ILC can be robustified a posteriori,
which is shown to lead to conservatism, hence compromising
R2. It is assumed that J is square, i.e., n ≡ nu = ny , possibly
after a squaring-down process (see [28]).

A. Independent SISO ILC Design for MIMO Systems

If no coupling is present, i.e., J (z) = diag{Jii (z)}, then
multiloop SISO filters L and Q can be designed by application
of Procedure 1 to each loop i = 1, . . . , n. That is, design

L = diag{l1, l2, . . . , ln}, Q = diag{q1, q2, . . . , qn} (9)

according to the set of SISO criteria

|qi (e
ιω)(1 − li (e

ιω)Jii (e
ιω))| < 1 ∀i, ω ∈ [0, π]. (10)

Typically, each li (z) is based on inversion of Ĵii (z) (see [5],
[15], [17], and [29]) for algorithms. Often, qi (z) are zero-phase
filters and are implemented noncausally, i.e., an operation
with qi and its adjoint q∗

i (see [12], [14]).
However, when considerable interaction is present, inde-

pendent SISO designs may lead to nonconvergent systems
(see also Fig. 3). Indeed, (10) does not guarantee Theorem 1.

B. Accounting for Ignored Interaction Through Robustness

Several approaches can be taken based on Theorems 1 and 2
to enable SISO design of Q for robust MIMO convergence.
Their restrictiveness is subject to a tradeoff with the assump-
tions made on the structure of Q. Selecting Q(z) = qd(z)I
with SISO filter qd(z) ∈ RL∞ leads to the next result.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Eindhoven University of Technology. Downloaded on June 07,2021 at 14:01:19 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Corollary 1: Assume Q(z) = qd(z)I ∈ RLn×n∞ with SISO
filter qd(z) ∈ RL∞. The iteration (3) converges iff

|qd(eιω)|ρ(I − L(eιω)J (eιω)) < 1 ∀ω ∈ [0, π] (11)

and converges monotonically with respect to the �2 norm of
f j iff

|qd(eιω)|σ̄ (I − L(eιω)J (eιω)) < 1 ∀ω ∈ [0, π].
Corollary 1 enables SISO design of qd(z) that guarantees
robust convergence of the MIMO system using ĴFRF(eιω). This
leads to the following design algorithm, constituting Step ➃.

Algorithm 1 Step 4�: Robust Multiloop SISO Design

To conclude, convergence can be guaranteed. However,
performance may be limited: Corollary 1 is very restrictive on
the structure of Q. This motivates the development of decen-
tralized designs, where each loop is robustified individually.

V. DECENTRALIZED ILC: ROBUSTNESS TO INTERACTION

THROUGH INDEPENDENT Q-FILTER DESIGNS

For systems where interaction cannot be ignored in view
of convergence, yet high performance is desired using only
SISO parametric models, decentralized ILCs can be designed
(see ➄). In this section, a decentralized design approach is
developed that guarantees robust convergence of the MIMO
system. The approach requires the same models as Algo-
rithm 1: user effort (R3) is only increased by more involved
computations.

In this section, the focus is on decentralized design of
Q(z) ∈ RLnu×nu∞ for given L(z) ∈ RLnu×ny∞ , which can be
diagonal or full MIMO (see Steps ➄ and ➅). Yet, the results
are foreseen to be most often applied to square systems, since
this also enables decentralized design of L.

A. Factorization of Iteration Dynamics

To analyze the role of interaction, (3) is factored as

f j+1 = QM f j + w̃ = QMd(I + E) f j + w̃ (12)

where M = I − L J , Md = diag{Mii } consists of the diagonal
elements of M , E = M−1

d (M − Md) contains the normalized
interaction in M , and w̃ = QLSr (see Fig. 4). Note that Md
and E are functions of J and L, and E = 0 if J is diagonal,
i.e., there is no interaction. The interaction term I + E can
be used to analyze robust stability. The following result is the
basis for forthcoming decentralized designs.

Lemma 1: Iteration (3) converges iff

ρ(QMd(I + E)) < 1 ∀ω ∈ [0, π] (13)

and converges monotonically with respect to the �2
norm of f j iff

ρ
(
M H

d QH QMd(I + E)(I + E)H )
< 1 ∀ω ∈ [0, π] (14)

Fig. 4. Schematic of the factored iteration (12). Since the interaction term
I + E (gray area) is invariant to Q, measures on I + E can be developed to
design decentralized filters Q for robust convergence.

where the superscript H denotes the conjugate
transpose.

Proof: Equation (13) follows directly from substituting
(12) into (6), and (14) follows from substituting (12) into (8),
and rewriting

σ̄ (Q(I − L J )) =
√

ρ(QM(QM)H ) =
√

ρ(QM M H QH )

=
√

ρ(QMd(I + E)(I + E)H M H
d QH )

=
√

ρ(M H
d QH QMd(I + E)(I + E)H )

(15)

where it is used that {λi (AB)} = {λi (B A)} for square A, B .
Substituting (15) in (8) and squaring completes the proof.

Two observations are made for forthcoming developments.
1) The matrix QMd in (13), respectively, M H

d QH QMd in
(14), has diagonal structure and is right multiplied with
interaction term (I + E), respectively, (I + E)(I + E)H .

2) Comparing with (8), condition (14) is based on a spectral
radius ρ(·) instead of a maximum singular value σ̄ (·).

Together, the structured form and the use of ρ(·)
allow for the development of robust decentralized design
techniques.

Remark 2: The factorization (12) resembles decentralized
feedback control (see [21] and [30, Sec. 10.6]) yet fundamen-
tally differs regarding the use of E . In decentralized feedback
design, i.e., K = diag{ki } with open-loop transfer GK , the
return difference is factored as

I + GK = (I + ET̃ )(I + Gd K ) (16)

where E = (G − Gd)G−1
d , Gd = diag{Gii }, and T̃ =

(I +Gd K )−1Gd K . Assuming that T̃ is stable, the closed-loop
T = I − S is stable if ρ(ET̃ ) < 1, ∀ω ∈ [0, π] (see [21, Th.
2]). Since E appears linearly in ET̃ , the magnitude of E with
respect to T̃ is typically used to analyze stability (see [21]). In
decentralized ILC, (12) is affine in E and bounds on I +E with
respect to QMd are developed. The key difference is that (12)
is factored, which is the open loop in iteration domain,
whereas in feedback, the closed-loop return difference (16) is
factored.

B. Decentralized Conditions for Robust Convergence

Next, several decentralized design conditions are developed.
The conditions are less conservative than Corollary 1 since the
decentralized structure of Q is explicitly taken into account.

1) Independent Q-Filter Design Based on Induced Norms:
Upper bounds on the spectral radii in (13) and (14) based
on induced norms are used for decentralized design of Q. In
particular, for any matrix A, it holds ρ(A) ≤ �A�ip . This
relation is crucial for the presented designs.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Eindhoven University of Technology. Downloaded on June 07,2021 at 14:01:19 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Theorem 4: Iteration (3) with decentralized filter Q(z) =
diag{qi (z)}, as in (9), converges if either

|qi(e
ιω)Mii (e

ιω)| < 1∑
j |I+E(eιω)|i j

∀i, ω ∈ [0, π] (17)

|qi(e
ιω)Mii (e

ιω)| < 1∑
j |I+E(eιω)| j i

∀i, ω ∈ [0, π] (18)

and converges monotonically with respect to the �2 norm
of f j if

|qi (e
ιω)Mii (e

ιω)| < 1√∑
j |(I+E(eιω))(I+E(eιω))H |i j

∀i, ω ∈ [0, π] (19)

where | · | denotes the elementwise absolute value.
Proof: Conditions (17) and (18) follow by application of

ρ(A) ≤ �A�ip to (13) with p = ∞, p = 1, respectively.
Similarly, (19) follows from (14), for both p = 1, p = ∞.

Remark 3: Theorem 4 presents the ILC-analog of Gersh-
gorin bounds in feedback control (see [21], [30, Sec. 10.6]).

2) Independent Q-Filter Design Based on the SSV:
Alternatively, conditions are developed using the SSV
(see [21], [22]). The idea is to exploit the diagonal structure of
QMd in Lemma 1. Particularly, for a matrix A and diagonal
matrix 
 (see [30, eq. (8.95)]), it holds

ρ(
A) ≤ σ̄ (
)μ
(A) (20)

where μ
(A) is taken with respect to the structure of 
.
Definition 3: For A ∈ Cn×n , the SSV μ
(A) is defined

μ
(A) = 1

min{σ̄ (
) : 
 ∈ 
, det(I − A
) = 0}
where 
 is a prescribed set of block diagonal matrices, unless
no 
 ∈ 
 makes I − A
 singular, in which case μ
(A) = 0.

Theorem 5: Iteration (3) with decentralized filter Q(z) =
diag{qi (z)}, as in (9), converges if

|qi(e
ιω)Mii (e

ιω)| <
1

μd(I + E(eιω))
∀i, ω ∈ [0, π] (21)

and converges monotonically with respect to the �2 norm of
f j if

|qi (e
ιω)Mii (e

ιω)| <
1√

μd((I + E(eιω))(I + E(eιω))H )
∀i, ω ∈ [0, π] (22)

where μd(·) is the SSV with respect to a diagonal structure.
Proof: Using (20) in (13), where 
 = QMd, A = I + E

and 
 = {δ I : δ ∈ C
n}, gives

ρ(Q(eιω)Md(eιω)) <
1

μd(I + E(eιω))
∀ω ∈ [0, π].

Omitting arguments, ρ(QMd) = maxi |qi Mii | implies (21).
Applying (20) to (14), observing that σ̄ (M H

d QH QMd) =
maxi |qi Mii |2, and taking square roots proves (22).
The SSV is employed in a fundamentally different way than in
stability analyses of feedback systems. In robust control (see
[22, Chs. 9, 11]), typically μ
(M) is taken with respect to
structured uncertainty 
, and M denotes a nominal model. In
contrast, here I + E has the role of nominal model, and QMd
is the structured uncertainty yet to be designed.

C. Decentralized Design for Robustness to Interaction

Theorems 4 and 5 enable systematic and robust (R1) decen-
tralized design, using only SISO parametric models (R3). This
is summarized as follows, constituting Step ➄ of Procedure 2.

Algorithm 2 Step 5�: robust decentralized MIMO design

The key advantage of Algorithm 2, compared to
Algorithm 1, is that performance (R2) can potentially be
increased, whereas the modeling requirements (R3) remain
equal. Indeed, (17)–(19) and (21) and (22) can be computed
using ĴFRF(eιω), such that interaction does not have to be
included in models Ĵii (z).

Remark 4: In Algorithm 2, the developed bounds (17), (18),
(21), respectively, (19), (22), are jointly considered. This is
since the ordering of their tightness may vary as a function of
frequency, and hence they all contribute to the design. Note,
however, that for a specific frequency ω ∈ [0, π], they cannot,
in general, be combined over the different SISO loops i . That
is, convergence is guaranteed only if, per evaluated frequency,
at least one condition is satisfied for all loops i simultaneously.

Remark 5: In the SISO case, the results in Theorems 4
and 5 recover condition (10), since in this case E = 0.

The achievable performance of decentralized ILC, i.e., the
magnitude of e∞, is limited by interaction that is ignored in
the design of L. If increased modeling effort is justified (R3) in
relation to performance requirements (R2), MIMO parametric
models of J can be used to design centralized ILC algorithms.

VI. CENTRALIZED ILC: ACCOUNTING FOR INTERACTION

THROUGH L-FILTER DESIGNS

For systems where decentralized ILC yields unsatisfactory
performance due to required robustness to ignored interaction,
and increased modeling effort (R3) is justified in view of
performance requirements (R2), centralized ILC schemes can
be designed using a full MIMO model, i.e., Step ➅. By
explicitly accounting for interaction in L, the requirement for
robustness through Q is alleviated, which potentially increases
performance. This leads to the following algorithm.

Algorithm 3 Step 6�: Centralized MIMO Design

In Sections IV–VI, the techniques underlying Steps ➃–➅
are developed. Next, these are applied to the case study.
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TABLE I

OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES IN DESIGN FRAMEWORK: MODELING REQUIREMENTS, DESIGN PARAMETERS, AND ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE

Fig. 5. Océ Arizona 550GT flatbed printer. The carriage moves along the
gantry, which provides the motion freedom to cover the printing surface. The
actuator forces are indicated by red arrows. The inputs considered for control
are FL , FR , and the outputs are xL , ϕ2, indicated by blue arrows.

VII. APPLICATION OF DESIGN FRAMEWORK TO

MULTIVARIABLE CASE STUDY

In this section, Procedure 2 is applied to a case study in
a step-by-step manner. Simulations are performed to clearly
show the differences between the developed approaches.
Details on the case study and MATLAB implementations of
Procedure 2 are available as Supplementary Material.

A. Case Study: Océ Arizona 550GT Flatbed Printer

An Océ Arizona 550GT printer is considered (see Fig. 5).
In contrast to standard consumer printers, it can print on both
flexible and rigid media, e.g., brief, plastics, wood, and metals.
The medium is fixed on the printing surface, and the carriage,
which contains the printheads, moves in the horizontal plane.
This yields inherently multivariable dynamics.

The simulations are performed using the model shown in
Fig. 6. The inputs are forces FL [N] and FR [N] acting on the
gantry; the outputs are the gantry position at the left side xL
[m], and carriage rotation ϕ2 [rad], i.e.,[

xL
ϕ2

]
= Go

[
FL
FR

]
where Go is the system before decoupling in Step ➂.

The system is discretized using zero-order-hold on the input
with sampling interval 10−3 s. A stabilizing diagonal feedback
controller C(z) = diag{c1(z), c2(z)} is designed, where

c1(z)= 5 × 104(z − 0.988)

z − 0.939
, c2(z)= 1.3 × 104(z − 0.991)

z − 0.969

yielding a bandwidth of 3 Hz in xL direction and 1.5 Hz in ϕ2
direction. The system J (z) = (I + GC)−1G has nonminimum

Fig. 6. Bode diagram of nondecoupled true plant Go(z) ( ), true plant G
( ) after decoupling transformations in Step 3� of Procedure 2, and model
of decoupled plant Ĝ(z) ( ) used for ILC design.

Fig. 7. Reference trajectories rx ( ) and rϕ ( ). The start of the motion
tasks is indicated by dotted lines.

phase (NMP) transmission zeros at z = 1.09 and z = −6.69
due to the noncollocated inputs/outputs and fast sampling.
A model Ĵ (z) = (I + ĜC)−1Ĝ is provided for ILC design
(see Fig. 6). A modeling error is present at the first resonance
in the (2, 2)-element, which plays a crucial role in the designs.

B. Results: Application of Procedure 2 to Case Study

Next, Procedure 2 is step-by-step applied to the case study,
and the results are presented. The disturbance r = [rx , rϕ]�
of length N = 3001 is shown in Fig. 7. An overview of the
designs is provided in Table I, and the resulting performance

�e j�F is shown in Fig. 3, where �e j�F =
√∑

i,k |e j (i, k)|2
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Fig. 8. Error signals in trial j = 10 of robust SISO design in Step 4� ( ),
decentralized design in Step 5� ( ), and centralized design in Step 6� ( ).

Fig. 9. Feedforward signals in trial j = 10 of the robust SISO design in
step 4� ( ), decentralized design in step 5� ( ), and centralized design in
step 6� ( ). The start of the motion tasks is indicated by dotted lines.

with e j = [e j,x , e j,ϕ]� ∈ RN×2. Note that ex [m] and eϕ [rad]
are weighed equally since they have comparable magnitude.

1� Nonparametric modeling: it is assumed that the MIMO

FRF model is exact, i.e., ĴFRF(eιω) = J (eιω).
2� Interaction analysis. In Fig. 6, it can be directly observed

that there is substantial interaction above 20 Hz.
3� Decoupling transformations. The input is transformed

using static matrix Tu (see [20]), such that G =
GoTu is diagonally dominant at low frequencies
(see Fig. 6).

4� Robust multiloop SISO design. The filters li = 1/ Ĵii
are implemented using stable inversion (see [17]). Filters
qi are first-order zero-phase low-pass Butterworth filters.

a) Independent SISO schemes (X, ) are designed
according to (10) and Procedure 1 (see Fig. 10(a)).
Since interaction is ignored, convergence is not
guaranteed (R1) (see Fig. 10(b)). This is corrob-
orated by Fig. 3.

b) Through robust SISO design ( , ) according
to Algorithm 1, convergence is guaranteed using
MIMO FRF model ĴFRF(eιω) (see Fig. 10(b)). Note
that qd is cutoff at a low frequency due to required
robustness in loop 2. This comes at the cost of
performance (R2), also in loop 1 (see Fig. 8).

5� Decentralized robust MIMO design ( , ) using
Algorithm 2 further improves performance (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 10. Application of Procedure 2: designs of robustness filters Q(z).
(a) Interaction-ignoring SISO design using (10): filters qi ( ) (top: i = 1;
bottom: i = 2) are designed such that |qi (1−li ĴFRF,ii)| < 1,∀ω ( ). (b) Step
4�: robust SISO design of Q = qd I ( ) according to Algorithm 1 guarantees
convergence, i.e., ρ(Q(I − L ĴFRF)) < 1,∀ω ( ), in contrast to interaction-
ignoring SISO designs ( ), see (a). (c) Step 5�: robust decentralized design
according to Algorithm 2: the filters qi ( ) (top: i = 1; bottom: i = 2) are
chosen such that, for each frequency, |qi (1 − li ĴFRF,ii)| = |qi Mii | ( ) are
upper bounded by at least one of the right-hand sides of (17), (18) and (21)
( , , ). (d) Step 6�: centralized ILC design according to Algorithm 3
and (11): the filter Q = qd I ( ) is designed such that |qd |ρ(1 − L ĴFRF) <
1,∀ω ( ).
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The same models are used: only decentralized filter
Q(z) = diag{qi (z)} is designed in a more sophisticated
manner (see Fig. 10(c)).

a) Compared to robust SISO design in 4�, the cutoff
frequency of q1 is significantly higher (see Table I).
In loop 2, the modeling error is dominant beyond
10 Hz, whereas in loop 1, robustness is required
to interaction above 20 Hz.

b) The main improvement is achieved in loop 1
(see Fig. 8), whereas the error in loop 2 is slightly
increased.

c) In view of Algorithm 2, note that each condition
(17), (18), (21), is violated at least once over the
frequency range (see Fig. 10(c)) Hence, they all
contribute.

6� Centralized MIMO design ( , ) using Algorithm 3

yields the highest performance. Given MIMO model Ĵ ,
the filter L = Ĵ−1 is implemented using stable inversion.

a) By designing for interaction in L, less robustness
is required compared to 4� and 5�: the cutoff
frequency of Q = qd I , see Corollary 1, is sig-
nificantly higher (see Fig. 10(d)).

b) The required MIMO model Ĵ can be expensive to
obtain in practice: user effort (R3) is sacrificed for
performance (R2).

c) All approaches generate preactuation to compen-
sate the NMP transmission zeros of J (see Fig. 9).

The following key conclusions are made: 1) interaction
must be taken into account in the design; 2) performance can
be improved with limited user effort through decentralized
designs; and 3) if justified by performance requirements, per-
formance can be further improved through centralized design.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The developed design framework enables the systematic
design of ILC controllers for multivariable systems and
balances performance requirements with modeling and design
effort through a range of design solutions. This is done by
judiciously combining nonparametric FRF measurements and
parametric models. The results are demonstrated on a flatbed
printing system, including tradeoffs between approaches.
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